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Greetings to you from Ziac Software!!
Now it is the right topic to discuss about BlackBerry® Mobile handset’s Security.
BlackBerry® is one of the smart phones of Canadian company, Research in
Motion. The design of BlackBerry® security is that the email messages that are
sent between the BlackBerry® Internet Service and messaging server are
encrypted using SSL encryption.
Mr. Dharmendra

SSL encryption used by BlackBerry® is the Secured Sockets Layer technology to
create a highly secure connection, browse web sites and particularly banking
web sites. SSL is the standard encryption protocol that is used in many online
banking transactions, ecommerce transactions, and other wireless transactions
on mobile devices and computers. Using a highly secure connection helps to
protect against identity theft, unauthorized use of confidential financial data,
protect device from data theft, viruses and spyware. The SSL encryption helps to
protect data that is sent or received using the browser.
The encryption can be determined when connection uses SSL encryption, a
closed lock icon appears in the upper-right corner of the browser screen. When
connection does not use SSL encryption, an open lock icon appears.
BlackBerry® device does not run applications outright that are received as
attachments in email messages. The BlackBerry® Internet Service processes
attachments and renders them in a format that is designed to protect you from
potentially damaging attachment code such as macros.
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BlackBerry® device has the built-in
firewall to block incoming SMS text
messages and PIN messages, both of
which are not encrypted. If the
messaging servers support SSL
encryption
then
only
protected
messages by SSL encryption are
received on BlackBerry® device by
blocking
incoming
SMS
text
messages and PIN messages without
SSL encryption.
When the encryption of BlackBerry® device data is set up by using the content
protection feature, BlackBerry® device is designed to be protected against users
with malicious intent who could attempt to steal your data directly from the
internal hardware. No one can read the encrypted data without the device
password.
BlackBerry® device stores GPS location information however, third-party
applications cannot access GPS location information automatically.
When
applications have access to Blackberry’s GPS location information, they could
potentially track your location or report your location back to a server.
These are some of technically advanced features of BlackBerry® which has
gained loyalty of its user who love their data to be significantly protected.

Warm welcome to our New Customers!!
Software
Wheelz Entr
Wheelz Lite

Wheelz

Ziac CASH

Wheelz Lite
Wheelz lite
Ziacpay Lite
Zams Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Airtel
Zsms Idea
Zsms Uninor
Zsms Vodafone
Zsms Vodafone
Zsms Vodafone
Zsms Vodafone

Customer Name
Preethi Mobikes
Aishwarya Mobikes
Sri Venkateshwara Motors and
Service
Aditya Motors
Mahaveer Motors
Pallavi Traders
Lahari Communications
Sneha Enterprises
Pavan Sai Agencies
Sri Vasavi Communications
Sri Srinivasa Fertilizer
Suresh Agencies
Bharani Enterprises
Ayappa Agency
Sri Raghavendra Communication
Sai Ram Enterprises
Srinivasa Agencies
Sri Raghavendra Communication
Srinivasa Agencies

Place
Bangalore
Bangalore
Anekal
Kolar
Nanjangud
Warangal
Kurnool
Warangal
Amaravathi
Tenali
Gudur
Warangal
Ananthpur
Secunderabad
Vijaywada
Mahboobnagar
Ananthpur
Podilli
Kamareddy

Software Enhancements
ZiacSMS Vodafone - Top Sheet report

ZiacSMS

ZiacSMS

Top sheet as per the company standards is available with option to
select the date range.
The report can be generated from the
Dashboard through Reports – Top Sheet (Received) option.
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ZiacSMS Airtel, Idea & Vodafone - Manual Activation process

Human
Resources
Professional

Option of manual activation process is included in the software. On
receipt of the activation request, the same will be appended in the
queue which is displayed on dashboard in chronological order. After
verification of the proofs submitted by the customer, the activation
request can be confirmed by clicking on the request which takes into
CAF forms entry screen.

PlanAlign

Wheelz Alerts - SMS Usage Analysis

Project
Perfect

Day wise SMS sent usage analysis for all alerts can be obtained through
the option SMS Log in Wheelz Alerts. On selecting SMS Log, user will
be prompted to select the date range, SMS type (select SMS Analysis)
and click on load button. The data displayed can be exported to excel
using the export option.

Super Plan
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Wheelz Alerts - Dashboard
Wheelz Alerts software has been updated with a Dashboard which
displays total count of SMS and mails sent to customers for the day.
The SMS & mails sent are categorized for different alerts, reminders,
wishes and information.

Auto FAX

Production
Simulator

ZiacSMS Airtel & Vodafone – Customer
activations as per TRAI regulations

Name

linked

to

As per the TRAI regulations customer name should be included in SIM
card requests and verifications SMS.
The same has been made
available in the new versions of ZiacSMS_Airtel and ZiacSMS_Vodafone.

Pay Link
ZCASH - Case Rate billing option
Zcash has been updated with an option to make invoices / bills based
on whole case or crate apart from regular pieces / units. This option is
highly useful for distributors or C&F agents.
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Did you Know?

Short cut to Minimize and maximize all windows
Minimize - Press Windows logo + M key
Maximize – Press Windows logo + Shift key + M key

Solution to last
edition’s Brain
Teaser

Brain Teaser

Easiest way is to deflate the wheels; the vehicle height level comes down.
Remove the vehicle underneath the bridge.

On not receiving much correct replies from you all, I have posted a simple
one this time.
What will be the value of 1x2x3x4+5+6-7+8x9+0

Thought for the
Day!

We remember few leaders during our Independence day. Here is a quote
by one of them.
"Indolence is a delightful but distressing state; we must be doing
something to be happy.” - Mahatma Gandhi

Joke of the
Day!

A woman goes to police station to lodge a complaint related to Theft.
These were one of the questions raised,
Police: Can you describe the individual?
Woman: He was about medium height and had a beard.
Police: Was this a male or a female?
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